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Photo by Pete Comley

Above: Pete

Comley built this "streamlined" version of a Darjeeling B locomotive with 1930 s coaches used
very briefly on the Darjeeling Himalyan Railway. The 1:19 scale model shell sits over a Roundhouse
Darjeeling class B chassis with the gas tank in the tender. • San Jacinto & Santa Rosa Mountains, California

Below: Eric Strauss' Roundhouse Darjeeling B locomotive in DHR green with prototypical consist steams
on its home rail for a memorial run. The consist includes vans, wagons, first and second class carriages
with figures by Rob Bennett of BusyBodies, and a guards car at the rear. • Sherman Oaks, California

Photo by Carla Brand Breitner
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Live Steam Station Offers the
1:19 Accucraft UK NG6 4-4-0 ’Lawley’

Railroading Controller Software May
Need Updating; Always Check for
the Latest Version for Safe Running
As our hobby moves into computer technology to control our trains, add a step to your railroad maintenance
schedule. Check with your controller's manufacturer every
once in a while to see if there are software upgrades
to download to your controller. Some software can be
downloaded directly from the device, some will require
a computer download via USB cable, some will come as
an upgrade to an app on your smartphone. Upgraded
software may be available to add features, handle bug
fixes, and improve performance. Check your equipment
manual for the method to use to take this important
maintenance step.

Coming Soon in GR News:
Modifications to Make a Sandy
River RR Consist, Part Two
Converting Coaches to 2-Foot Gauge

by Mike Hilliard, Auckland, New Zealand

4-4-0 locomotives were popular around the world as
railroads were built in the 1890s. The ’Lawley’ served
In South Africa where the Beira Railway built a 2-foot
gauge railroad from Beira in Mozambique to Umtali
across the Rhodesian border. These locomotives were
nicknamed ‘Lawleys’, after the Beira Railway construction
subcontractor, Alfred Lawley. When the Beira Railway
went to 'Cape Gauge' track, the South African Railway
repurposed these locomotives for their 2-foot service.

S19-36B Lawley [SAR Green]
This butane-fired live steam model uses the single window in the cab design and comes in Beira green, South
African Railway green or SAR black. Gauge is adjustable: 32mm or 45mm. The model is built from stainless
steel, copper and brass and will be supplied with both
single and double-skinned cab roofs as well as a choice
of glazed or louvred cab windows.
For more information:
www.livesteamstation.com/16mm-1-19

Bachmann G-Scale GE Dash 9
Locomotive Arriving Shortly
Bachmann brought examples of the GE Dash 9-44CW to
inspect at the 2022 National Garden Railway Convention in Denver. These locomotives, in UP, BSNF, Santa Fe,
CSX and Norfolk Southern livery with two engine numbers each, are available for preorder and expected to
arrive by November. These engines were in tooling-testing in March of 2021, giving us a glimpse into the added
complications COVID-19 created in the manufacturing
process. It's good to see 1:29 diesel locomotives back at
Bachmann.
Check your favorite train retailer for more information.
And, if they advertise in Garden Railroading News,
please let them know you noticed their ad here.

Find Garden Railroading News Online
www.GRNews.org
facebook.com/groups/gardenrailroadingenews
facebook.com/groups/gardenrailroadingcommunity
instagram.com/GRNewsimages
youtube.com/channel/UCmuyDnk2QRy1e1Q1AMFXrJw

News & Notes                 GR News Original Content
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LGB America Haunts the Halloween
Rails with this Repair Crew Car
LGB Model 20063 models a typical gang car, aka speeder, that
is still occasionally used on North
American railroads. It has finely
detailed construction in a yellow
paint scheme. This gang car is
imprinted on both sides with a
20063 Halloween Gang Car
whimsical Halloween theme.
Both wheel sets are driven from a powerful motor with
ball bearings. The white headlights/red marker lights
change over with the direction of travel.
For more information, contact:
customerservice@marklin.com
For other Fall items, visit: www.LGB.com

Commodities Move on Rail
Cars from PIKO America
2022 has highlighted the importance of rail in our modern, integrated shipping network. PIKO America brought
new cars to ship a variety of commodities on your
G-Scale railroad to your favorite hobby store this month.
For the historian, Denver & Rio Grande Western single
ore cars are available.

38931 D&RGW Single Ore Car (2)
To transport oil, tanker cars now come
in Texaco and Sinclair Oil livery.

38781 Texaco Tanker Car

Mick Spilsbury is the regional advisor for our 19 clubs
beyond North America. He was happy to take on the
role, believing that, in time, he needs to visit all 19 clubs!
He grew up in the United Kingdom and has relations in
Australia and New Zealand.
Mick has lived in northern California for
forty years. A large British financial institution sent him to San Francisco for international experience. His assignment was
for two years but he decided to extend it!
For the rest of his career, he held executive posts in four
financial institutions before moving into consulting to multinational corporations. While he has been responsible
for virtually every function found in large corporations,
his first love was and remains marketing.
Mick got into garden railroading in 1990 when his wife,
Liz, bought him a G-scale starter set for his birthday. Liz
now calls it the most expensive present she ever gave
him. Mick’s first garden railroad was ambitious and
complex. It was featured in and on the cover of Garden
Railways magazine. Fifteen years later, when Mick was
doing a lot of consulting travel, the railroad fell into disuse. Ten years after that, Liz asked him to dismantle the
railroad and build her a vegetable garden in its location.
Mick took that opportunity to build his current railroad.
Learning from his first experience, the new Black Canyon
Railroad is less complex and much easier to maintain.
His articles about “on demand garden railroading”
published in Garden Railroading News last year (and
combined in a PDF under the “Bonus Content” tab at
www.GRNews.org) tell all about his new approach.
Mick also has fun with the backstory behind his fictional
railroad, tying the it to real events in Marin County in the
late 1800s. The railroad is owned by “Baron Spilsbury,”
known to his friends as “BS” and there is a fair amount
of that to be found around the Black Canyon RR. Mick
adamantly denies GR News marketing contains any BS!

Garden Railroading News

38782 Sinclair Oils Tanker Car

For fans of Deutsche Reichsbahn, the German National
Railway, a gray chassis cement silo car and a self-unloading ballast hopper car can deliver building materials
and help with track repair.

37796 DR IV Cement Silo Car

Garden Railroading News Introduces
our International Region Advisor

37850

DR IV Self-Unloading Hopper

More information at: www.piko-america.com

International Region • www.GRNews.org

In addition to his work as International Region Advisor,
Mick has been handling marketing and distribution of
Garden Railroading News. He handles the GRNews.org
website, posting of each new issue, club notification that
issues are available… and, in his free time, he posts to
Facebook, Instagram and YouTube. He can be reached
at: marketing@GRNews.org for your railroad to be
included in his social media postings.
Mick is collecting the ten images with the most "likes" for
2022 to publish in 2023. See page 29 for details.

News & Notes                 GR News Original Content
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Southern Pacific P8

LNER B1

USRA Mikado Heavy

N&W 4-8-4 J-Class

Adams Radial Tank

Tiger 0-6-0 with Tender

D&RGW C-25

D&RGW C-18

Baldwin “Mabel” 0-6-0T

Ruby #1 0-4-0T

‘Cranmore’ Peckett

Lawley 4-4-0

“Talyllyn” Railway 0-4-2ST

Shay 13T

Forney SR&RL & WW&F

“Train Bleu” CIWL Sleeper

BR Mk1 Passenger Cars

L&SWR Coaches

Jackson & Sharp Coach

Logging Disconnects

Gondola

GP60/GP60M

3-Bay Hopper

High Cube Box Cars

Allchin

Austerity 0-6-0T

RGS #6 Goose

2-4-0 7.5” Gauge Ride-on

Code 332 Rail

1:32, Alcohol or Butane
Kit $3995, RTR $4495

1:32, Alcohol Fired or Electric
Alcohol $5950, Electric $5250

1:20.3, Coal or Butane
RTR $5250

Ruby
0-4-0T
Dora#1
0-4-0T

1:20.3,
1:20.3,Butane
ButaneFired
Fired
Kit
$559,Maroon,
RTR $599
Black,
Blue
& Green
RTR $499

1:13.7, Butane Fired
Kit $1995, RTR $2145
New 2022

1:32, Brass
$800/Car, $3040/Set of 4 Cars

1:29, DCC & Sound Option
$599 Base model, $799 Sound

5” Gauge
Kit $5800 RTR $6050

1:32, Alcohol Fired
Kit $3100, RTR $3600

1:32, Butane Fired
Kit $1995, RTR $2160

1:20.3, Butane Ceramic
$3200-$3600

1:19, Butane Fired
Kit $1695
RTR $1795

1:13.7, Butane or Coal
Butane $3200, Coal $4200

1:20.3, Ball Bearing Trucks, Lighting
$295/Car

1:29, Plastic Body, Metal Trucks
$160/Car

2.5” Scale, 7.5” Gauge
$4950

1:32, Alcohol Fired w/ 6 Free Cars
Kit $4400, RTR $5500

1:32, Alcohol Fired
Kit $3250, RTR $3800

1:20.3, Butane Fired
Kit $1249, RTR $1499

1:19, Butane Fired
RTR $3395

1:32, Brass
$950/Car, $3800/Set of 4

1:20.3, Plastic Body, Metal Trucks
$135/Car

1:29, Plastic Body, Metal Trucks
$160/Car

2.5” Scale, Coal Fired
Kit $15000 RTR $18000

GWR 43xx 2-6-0

1:32, Butane, Green and Black
Kit $2695, RTR $2895

Kerr Stuart ‘Victory’
1:32, Butane Fired
RTR $1100

1:20.3, Butane Fired
Kit $559,
RTR
$599
Black,
Red,
Blue
and Brown
Kit $649, RTR $699
New 2022

1:19, Butane Fired
RTR $1700

1:32, Plastic body, Metal Trcks
$295/Car

1:20.3, Plastic Body, Metal Trucks
$170/Car

1.5” Scale, Butane Fired
RTR $3800

Brass and Alum Rail System

LIVE STEAM STATION | 33260 CENTRAL AVE, UNION CITY, CA 94587 | TEL: (510) 324-3399 | WWW.LIVESTEAMSTATION.COM
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The Maryland Central Railroad • The Weatherby Family (Dick, Judy & Dedric)
Right of Way Reimagined:
A G-Scale Railroad Where 1:1 Rail Ran
By Richard T. Weatherby

Fallston, Maryland

The Weatherby's Maryland Central Railroad runs on
the hillside beside the original MCRR right of way.

This waterfall adds drama to the Maryland Central.

Photo from Maryland & Pennsylvania RR Historical Society

Our backyard railroad is 20 years old and exists on the
ROW (right of way) of the former Maryland & Pennsylvania
Railroad and its narrow gauge predecessors. The
Maryland Central RR started in 1867 and reached our
neighborhood in 1883. After several mergers and name
changes, it became the standard gauge, famous "Ma &
Pa RR” [www.maparailroadhist.org] running 77 miles from
Baltimore to York, PA. The Maryland portion of the railroad
was basically abandoned in 1958. The standard gauge
ROW goes through our house, while the narrow gauge
ROW goes along the base of the hill. We have numerous
photos and artifacts covering more than 75 years of the
railroad’s history.
Even though I grew up with this railroad, strangely
enough, our railroad is not modeled after all this history.
Our railroad does utilize the contours of the original site
created by the real railroad. Building on a hillside qualifies as a “raised” layout—plenty of exercise, climbing up
and down, and digging flat areas for track. The railroad
involves separate loops at various levels on the hill. The
lowest level runs along an ever-expanding retaining wall.
A major issue of a hillside is that the track layout wanders along the hillside until you need to turn around—and
then trestles are a must. Two locations utilize a helix to
turn, and the tiered upper dogbone loops are long parallel
runs on hillside or trestle. About 1,000 feet of track traverses about 150 feet along the hill side.
One of the early additions to the hillside features a
20-foot waterfall, stairstepping down the hill. This was ac-

complished by building a rock retaining wall surrounding a
pre-made plastic pond shell. The waterfall's uphill portion
is accomplished with stair stepped terrain, rubber roofing,
and many large flagstone rocks. Under the rubber is 2-inch
reinforced vinyl hose. At the top is a large storage tub buried in the ground. The water at the bottom is pumped to
the top with a 4,000 gph submersible pump. The problem
continued on next page

Construction of the waterfall included laying a helix
loop over the pond and a loop along the top of the hill.

Featured Layout: The Weatherby Family's Maryland Central Railroad    GR News Original Content
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Two-track train traffic runs along a retaining wall at the bottom of the hill. The helix loop passes a farm in operation since
2000. Middle tracks use tunnels past a stamp mill. The high line trestle serves the lumber mill above the waterfall.
here is you need to fill and refill the bottom pond until the
water comes back down. Then when the pump is shut
down, all the water comes down and flows out onto the
driveway.
The first trestle at the base of the waterfalls is constructed from Trex, a composite of sawdust and plastic bags. It
has held up quite well over the 20 years. The circular nature of the arches (an architect’s vision) is to allow viewing
of the waterfalls without looking like a fence. Other trestles
were constructed of treated lumber. The thin cross bracing
tends to split and pop off on the brad nails. Pre-staining the
cut lumber seems to work best. Templates are a must and
are patterned after the real ones from the Ma & Pa RR.
The roadbed consists of 2″x 6″ treated lumber with long
lap splices to avoid dips and peaks. In many locations a
2″x 4″ pointed stake is driven in the ground to maintain

the proper grade. Exposed sides of any lumber get covered with metal lath and mortar with rocks. Tunnels were
constructed with concrete blocks/mortar and covered
with large concrete pavers. The tunnels are covered with
shower curtains (cheap waterproofing), dirt, rocks, and
landscape.
Landscaping consists of typical dwarfed Alberta spruce,
junipers, boxwood, and Pachysandra. The white tail deer
tend to eat cypress, hosta, and small plants. Living in a
deciduous woods does not provide a lot of sunlight and
buries us in leaves come the fall season. Leaf blowing
seems to damage the lower branches of the spruce trees.
Landscaping is not our specialty, but the layout does stay
green all year.
Structures consist of every type and materials. Typical
Pola, Piko, and Aristocraft buildings are scattered around.
continued on next page

1909 Ma & Pa RR double trestle (Winter's
Run) is a prototype for MCRR trestles.

Arched trestle helix is designed to
frame views of the waterfall.

Featured Layout: The Weatherby Family's Maryland Central Railroad    GR News Original Content

Tunnels crisscross the hillside, sometimes with timely reminders.
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Recently added retaining wall islands provided room for a village and Judy's Circus. The light brick building (on left in village) is
covered in brick-patterned fabric and fabric signage. The Stamp Mill complex on the hillside also serves as access to a tunnel.
A building that I made of concrete has
been outside for more than 22 years.
There is also a small concrete roundhouse which only accommodates
Porter locomotives. I call this “my porter house stake.” A coal mine and coal
tipple were constructed with plywood
Porter House Stake (above) is concrete; Row
covered with corrugated aluminum
houses (below right) use brick pattern fabric.
beverage cans that were rusted with
a rust metal effects paint kit of primer,
paint with iron filings, and activator.
A major lumber mill project was constructed with a table saw (using a dado
blade for creating board & batten and
shingles). It uses table legs for tall
chimneys. The related wigwam saw-

dust burners are made with sheet aluminum, dollar store strainers and wire
wastebasket mesh. The central stamp
mill is another plywood & beverage
can building; it is hinged forward for
access to tunnel interiors. A more recent station and a 12-stall roundhouse
[See page 20] are constructed using cellular PVC material. A few other buildings are covered with "landscape design" fabrics with brick patterns. Fabric
"signs" identify the neighborhood bar.
Before we move on, I must acknowledge the rest of the family.
Number one is my son, Dedric, who
has expanded the layout by getting
continued on next page

Coal Mine (above left), Coal
Tipple and Stamp Mill (below)
are metal-clad buildings.

Loganville Station, a plastic
model, awaits the next train.
Featured Layout: The Weatherby Family's Maryland Central Railroad    GR News Original Content

The sawmill and wigwam burners are
central structures at the top of the hill.
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Over time, the farm near the helix acquired grain silos, the railroad built additional infrastructure (water tanks, storage sheds,
and such), and a ski lift climbed the slope near the waterfall. During the summer, the ski lift takes tourists to a hilltop view.
the retaining wall built; it is now waist
high. This added several hundred feet
of track and storage using tunnels into
that area. This south end expansion
is where the major round house and
5-foot turntable is located. This roundhouse and turntable will accommodate
the USAT Big Boy locomotive. Dedric
also built an overhead electric cog
railroad up the side of the hill. He has
gone way beyond all this by installing
a major 7-1/2 inch gauge ride-on railroad with 12- and 16-foot trestles, but
that is another story.
Judy, wife and mother, has built a
major 3-ring circus with spectators and
all the performers and animals. The
circus tent is almost 4 feet by 8 feet
by almost 3 feet tall. Dumbo is flying
above Timothy in the center ring. Judy

This cog railway climbs from within the train storage shed.
Featured Layout: The Weatherby Family's Maryland Central Railroad    GR News Original Content

has a full circus train pulled by an articulated Aristocraft locomotive.
So far, I have neglected to mention
our trains and their operation. I prefer
electrically operated track powered
steam locomotives, such as the narrow
gauge DRG&W, unless a diesel represents the real Ma & Pa RR. Dedric
prefers anything “live steam,” from a
“Grasshopper” to “NW611.” Judy has
her circus train and is in charge of
more than a dozen Eggliners. The
layout is track powered with 12-gauge
landscape wire to a single location
on each loop from six Aristo “Train
Engineers” powered by a Bridgewerks
15 amp transformer.
continued on next page

The railroad operates year-round and
many of the structures light up at night.
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Besides the main layout, there is
a side layout which has been for the
grandchildren and whimsy. This layout
has a fairy castle and a "Hen House"
for Judy's Eggliners. Thomas Tank
and Sesame Street trains also operate
here.
There is always something to enjoy
— and bring a smile —when we run
trains on our Maryland Central.

Editor's Note: A library of How-To
articles by Richard T. Weatherby on
building for G-Scale can be found in
back issues of AwNuts! and Garden
Railways magazines. His tips can also
be found on Facebook.

The castle line features whimsy and
fantasy to entertain grandkids of all ages.
Dick built the Eggliner Hen House (right).

Judy's Circus features 3 rings of action
under a Big Top almost three feet tall.

The village features a trolley. The red brick concrete building was built in 2000.
Featured Layout: The Weatherby Family's Maryland Central Railroad    GR News Original Content

Judy's Bakery, a plastic showpiece,
has windows full of tasty treats.
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August Meeting at Alan & Donna Wright’s
Revisiting The Valentine
& Heartland Railroad
By Gary Woolard
Photos by Carla Brand Breitner

The August meeting of SCVGRC
took place at Alan & Donna Wright’s,
and their Valentine & Heartland
Railroad. The meeting began at dusk
so that we could appreciate the twinkling of the scale lighting as the meeting proceeded and the sun fell below
the horizon. More than a dozen members and family attended.
Dennis Buckley has become quite
the kit-basher. A few months ago
he showed us his built-from-parts
LGB Mogul; this night he brought his
modiﬁed and repainted Forney. Alan
brought out his stock Forney painted
in a “Bumble-Bee” scheme to compare
and contrast. Those shiny silver bands
on Dennis’ engine sure look smart
against the matte black boiler. Road
name and engine number coming
soon. There was chatting about power
supplies, battery power, grain-of-wheat
bulbs vs. LED’s, etcetera.
There was one serious topic of
discussion. In the last few months,
several of our more active members
have moved out of state, and this has
had an impact on the club’s plans for
the future. It was decided to put proposals for a modular layout and/or a
Timesaver ‘switching’ layout on the
back burner, and to concentrate on
continuing the ‘Table-Top’ layout that
we have brought to Travel Town Depot
Days for the last several years.
Alan gave us a short brieﬁng of
the steps he had taken to ‘brush up’
the V&H for this meeting, and there
were lessons there for anybody who’s
tried to keep their garden railroad going for more than a few years. Alan
is, of course, the founding president
of our club. And as Alan has been
with us since the beginning, so has
the Valentine and Heartland — it’s

Standing Left to Right: Walter “Scotty” Scott, Alan Wright, Bob & Tina Frein,
Sheri & Dennis Buckley with daughter Kendall, Allen Fuqua; Seated Left to
Right: Kenda Scott, Faye Fuqua, Marge Edwards, George McLeary, Gary
Woolard, Donna Wright. Arriving after picture: Dale & Carolee Newman

Compare Alan Wright’s Bumble Bee vs Dennis Buckley’s customized Forney.

Above: An overview of most of the Valentine & Heartland Railroad.

An overview of the Valentine & Heartland Railroad 2019.
continued on page 5
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Club Corner
Fall is coming, and that means Halloween is on its way. Halloween is a fun time for
many reasons, and it can be a fun time for
garden railroad clubs as well. An open house
in October is an invitation for everyone to
bring their Halloween-decorated cars to run.
The Rose City Garden Railway Society
does this every year, and I am sure many
other clubs do it as well. During the open
house, everyone’s Halloween cars are
strung together to run on the layout “scaring”
passersby.
One issue however is couplers. You will
need to connect all the cars of the same
coupler together. A "conversion" car is useful
with hook and loop couplers on one end and
knuckle couplers at the other to connect the
differently coupler-equipped cars together.
Halloween cars can be purchased or built.
PIKO offers Halloween-themed hopper and
ore cars [Garden Railroading News July/August 2022, page 4], LGB has a Ghost Gang
Car [see page 5], but most people have fun
creating their own Halloween cars using flat
and gondola cars. You can add a bale of hay,
bare trees, scarecrows, witches, ghosts, and
ghoul figures. Modify your G-Scale figures or
look in the seasonal aisles as you shop. Try

Curated by Bill Derville, Past President

Rose City Garden Railway Society • Portland, Oregon

Sculpey, a polymer clay that is another great
material for creating any thing or creature you
can imagine.
Why not hold a club contest for favorite
car? Everyone can vote on a secret ballot
and the winner gets a prize (maybe an old
flat car for making next year’s haunted car).
Some clubs also set up a Halloween
themed train display at a mall or train show
with haunted houses, castles, a haunted
forest, and whatever your club members can
imagine. You can make Halloween scenes
using Hot Wire Foam Factory tools [ad on
page 31] to create spooky scenes from foam
board or styrofoam packing blocks. Craft
stores usually stock lots of small Halloween
decorations you can use on your cars and
buildings. Even purists don’t worry about
proper scale when it comes to making Halloween cars and scenes.
EnterTrainment Junction [ad on page 24]
is doing Halloween-themed trains and displays, so make a club excursion if you are
located anywhere near Cincinnati. It is the
largest display of indoor G-Scale trains in the
world and not to be missed.
Don’t be “scared” to try something new
this Halloween.

Jeff Lange created most of the cars shown. The night scene is on Warner Swarmer's railroad.
Share your ideas with me by email at bill@derville4.com and your club's experiences may be in a future column.

Club Corner • September/October 2022           GR News Original Content
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FALL PLATES FOR YOUR ENGINES
Fall plates are large pieces of metal that are
made to cover the spaces between railroad
locomotives and the tender. Numerous cables
and hoses are connected between the loco
and tender which would present hazards that
the railroad crews would have to contend
with. The fall plate effectively covers these
hazards, as well as making it easier for the
fireman to walk from the loco to the tender.
The fall plate is hinged so that it can be liftMan Straddling “Fall Plate”
ed out of the way when coupling the tender.
Once the tender is coupled to the engine,
cables and hoses will be connected together
and tested before lowering the fall plate into
The Glenbrook, a 2-6-0 Mogul, at the Nevada State RR Museum
position, effectively covering the connections
and providing a safe walking area for the fireman. The hinge also allows the plate to ride up and
down with unevenness of the track as the engine pulls the tender down the track.

Photo by Carla Brand Breitner

By Tim Smith and Paul Wagner

Tim Smith had noticed that the Bachmann 4-4-0s are one of the very few G-Scale locomotives (actually an F scale 1:20.3 model) that came with a fall plate installed. He owns several of these engines, and
also noticed that all but one of his were missing their fall plates. Couldn’t stand for that!
Tim described his project in an email to some friends:
“Here is how I make them:
Take a piece of black 1/16th inch thick
plastic and cut it to size.
Fall plates for a Bachmann 4-4-0 are
2-5/8 inches long at the loco, 1-1/2 inches long at the tender, and 1-inch deep.
See the pix for the corners to be cut off...
looks sort of like a six-sided trapezoid.

Use the black plastic ends as hinges. Run
a 1/16 bit through the 12 removed ends
to expand the pin hole just a bit.

Article from: Florida Garden Railway Society Newsletter September 2022  
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Photo by Tim Smith

Remove both ends of a PCB jumper
wire… and discard the copper wire!

continued on next page
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appearance
on some black primer or color of your choice!
Let
everything of
drythe
andfall
setplate,
beforespray
you actuLet install
everything
dryloco.
and set before you
ally
it on the
actually install it on the loco.
Set the new fall plate hinges between the
Set the new fall plate hinges between
existing
loco hinges
and carefully
run a 3/64
the existing
loco hinges
and carefully
inch
through
andboth
cut
run abrass
3/64rod
inch
brassboth
rodhinges
through
the
rod just
bit long
on each
brass
hinges
anda cut
the rod
just end.
a bitNo
long
rod?
No problem...a
sturdyrod?
paperNo
clip will
on each
end. No brass
likely
work! sturdy paper clip will likely
problem...a
work! the brass rod tips out of round on
Squeeze
Squeeze
the brass
out That
of round
each
end using
needlerod
nosetips
pliers.
on each end using needle nose
keeps the brass rod from coming out during
pliers. That keeps the brass rod
use. If you use a paper clip, you will have to
from coming out during use. If you
squeeze the pliers pretty hard! Or use “vise
use
grips”
instead
needle
nose pliers.
a paper
clip, of
you
will have
to squeeze
the pliers pretty
hard!
use
“vise
Congratulate
yourself
on Or
a job
well
done!
grips”
instead
of
needle
nose
pliers.
I am unsure how long the hinge glue joint
Congratulate yourself on a job well
will last or how much abuse it will take, but
done!
I have made two more of these so far and
I am unsure how long the hinge glue
both
lasted
issueabuse
during my
joint have
will last
or without
how much
routine
operations.”
it will take,
but I have made two more
continued
next page
of these so far and both
haveonlasted
without issue during my routine
operations.”
HANDCRAFTED WOODEN GARDEN RAILROAD BRIDGES, TRESTLES AND ACCESSORIES

WrightBridges

It just so happened that
fellow modeler Paul
Wagner had also
constructed a fall plate,
his was for an
Aristocraft 0-4-0 he
was re-working. He
compared notes with
Tim when he received
the email about Tim’s
project.
Paul also constructed
the MARK@WRIGHTBRIDGES.COM
plate from a piece WEBSITE: WRIGHTBRIDGES.COM
EMAIL:

Photo by Tim Smith

Super-glue the two jumper ends at the proper location on the edge of the loco side of the fall plate
removed ends to expand the pin hole just a bit. Super-glue the two jumper ends at the
(just inside the two corresponding hinges on the loco). If the build process or gluing have caused an
proper location on the edge of the loco side of the fall plate (just inside the two
unsightly
appearance
of the
on build
some process
black primer
or colorhave
of your
choice!unsightly
corresponding
hinges
on fall
theplate,
loco).spray
If the
or gluing
created

Wanted
LGB 4039
Guards' Car? Baggage Car?
Crew Car? Tool Car?

New or in good
condition with LGB
hook & loop couplers.
Send asking price and
photo if available.
PHONE: (657) 549-4849

Mark Jennings

m.jennings32@gmail.com
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It just so happened that
fellow modeler Paul Wagner had also constructed
a fall plate. His was for an
Aristocraft 0-4-0 he was
re-working. He compared
notes with Tim when he
received the email about
Tim’s project.

Photo by Paul Wagner
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Photo by Paul Wagner

Paul also constructed the
plate from a piece of plastic (ABS) sheet, and glued
plastic
(ABS)tosheet,
and to
aofpiece
of screen
the surface
glued
a
piece
of
screen
simulate “diamond plate.” to the
surface to simulate “diamond
The Aristo 0-4-0 had never been
plate”.
designed
with
a fallhad
plate,
and
The Aristo
0-4-0
never
Paul
also dissatisfied
withplate,
the
beenwas
designed
with a fall
overly
longwas
spacing
the standard
and Paul
alsoofdissatisfied
Aristo
tenderlong
coupler.
with overly
spacing of the
standard
Aristo tender
coupler.
Not
as sophisticated
as Tim,
Paul
Not
as
sophisticated
as
Tim,
made a tongue on the fall plate
Paulfits
made
tongue
on the
that
into aa recess
under
the fall
plate
thatand
fitsmerely
into a fastened
recess the
cab
floor,
under the cab floor, and merely
fall
plate tothe
thefall
underside
theunderside
cab floor with
a screw
looseleaving
enough
fastened
plate toofthe
of the
cab and
floorwasher,
with aleaving
screwthe
andscrew
washer,
to
up-and-down
movement.
theallow
screw
loose enough
to allow up-and-down movement.
continued on next page
Paul wrote:
“The disadvantage of not having a real hinge is that the fall plate cannot be raised out of
the way for connecting and coupling. It works well enough, BUT… but it makes wiring and
coupling difficult. Since I wanted a closer coupling between the 0-4-0 and its tender, I
Gary Raymond Metal Wheels
constructed a solid drawbar which I screwed in place from the bottom. It’s such a small
Upgrade to higher quality wheels!
engine that handling them as one unit is not a problem, but I’ll definitely construct a hinge
similar to Tim’s before I add a fall plate to a big Mikado or Pacific. You really need to
think through those issues before starting, as well as any switches and jacks
mounted on
Easy Installation
the tender front or in the cab.
Reliable on all large-scale track
On the 0-4-0, I put the battery charging jack under the tender water fill lid; and the on-off
PO Box 1722-N, Thousand Oaks CA 91358
switch, volume control and
805-492-5858 • M–F, 9–5 PST
programming jack for the
www.trainwheels.com
Phoenix sound underneath the
glraymond@earthlink.net
tender, so no problem there.
NOT ALL METAL WHEELS ARE CREATED EQUAL™
The channel selector switch
for the Airwire is mounted in
the cab, however, and it is
extremely difficult to get at to
change channels.
Fortunately, I don’t have to do
that
very
often.
Article from:
Florida
Garden
Railway Society Newsletter September 2022   www.fgrs.org
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Photo by Paul Wagner

plate that fits into a recess
under the cab floor, and merely
fastened the fall plate to the underside of the cab floor with a screw and washer, leaving 17
the screw loose enough to allow up-and-down movement.
Paul wrote:
Paul
wrote:
“Thedisadvantage
disadvantage
of not
having
real hinge
platebecannot
be raised
out for
of
“The
of not
having
a realahinge
is that is
thethat
fall the
platefall
cannot
raised out
of the way
the
way forand
connecting
coupling.
It works
well
butcoupling
it makes
wiringSince
and
connecting
coupling. Itand
works
well enough,
BUT…
butenough,
it makes BUT…
wiring and
difficult.
coupling
Sincebetween
I wantedthe
a closer
coupling
between
the 0-4-0
and
its tender,
I wanted adifficult.
closer coupling
0-4-0 and
its tender,
I constructed
a solid
drawbar
whichI I
constructed
a
solid
drawbar
which
I
screwed
in
place
from
the
bottom.
It’s
such
a not
small
screwed in place from the bottom. It’s such a small engine that handling them as one unit is
a
engine
that
handling
them
as
one
unit
is
not
a
problem,
but
I’ll
definitely
construct
a
hinge
problem, but I’ll definitely construct a hinge similar to Tim’s before I add a fall plate to a big Mikado or
similar to Tim’s before I add a fall plate to a big Mikado or Pacific. You really need to
Pacific. You really need to think through those issues before starting, as well as any switches and jacks
think through those issues before starting, as well as any switches and jacks mounted on
mounted on the tender front or in the cab.
the tender front or in the cab.
On the
thethe
battery
charging
jack under
the tender
water-fill
lid and
switch,
On
the0-4-0,
0-4-0,I put
I put
battery
charging
jack under
the tender
water
fillput
lid; the
andon-off
the on-off
volume
programming
switch, control
volumeand
control
and
programming
jacksound
for theunderjack
for the Phoenix
Phoenix
neath
the sound
tender, underneath
so no problemthe
tender, so no problem there.
there.
The channel selector switch
The channel selector switch for
for the Airwire is mounted in
the
is mounted
in it
the
the Airwire
cab, however,
and
is cab,
however,
and
it is extremely
extremely
difficult
to get atdiffito
cult
to getchannels.
at to change channels.
change
Fortunately,
have
to do
Fortunately,I don’t
I don’t
have
to do
that
very
often.
that very often.
I’ll bet a lot of visitors won’t even
I’ll betthese
a lot details
of visitors
won’t
notice
on my
engine
even notice these details on
as it chugs down the track, but I
my engine as it chugs down
really get stoked, picturing myself
the track, but I really get
standing
in the cab myself
of a steam
stoked, picturing
locomotive
#765, a 2-8-4like
Berkshire,
on a run for the Fort Wayne Railroad Historical Society
standing inlike
thethese.”
cab of a steam locomotive
these.”
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Crooked Track is Charming in
photos…
But NOT on your layout!

Get the kinks out

TM

with our

Redesigned Expansion Sec7ons
Three Styles to choose from:

www.RAILCLAMP.com

SJ 10707 Brass Code 322………… $ 46.50
SJ 10706 Stainless Code 332 ……..$ 52.75
SJ 10711 Nickel Silver Code 250….$ 48.95
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RCS OF NEW ENGLAND
GRW • 06/01/2018 • 2C • 2 IN

Battery Power Your TRAINS
For G, O, ON30, S , &HO Scale
RailPro Loco Modules
RailPro
$89
or $167

Loco Modules
w/sounds
$89 or $167

+

Select 1 amp or 6 amp
w/ sound. Save $139 over
AirWire/Phoenix combo.

+

Select 1 amp or 6 amp
w/sound. Save $139 over
AirWire/Phoenix combo.

Sales • Installation • Service

603-321-1347

email: donsweet@rcsofne.com

www.rcsofne.com

Custom Built & Painted Large Scale Trains
Custom Decals made to order

CATALOG
$ 7.00
REFUNDABLE ON
ORDERS OF $50.00
OR MORE

SHAWMUT CAR SHOPS.COM
307 North Michael Street, St Marys PA 15857
818-834-9455
email: shawmutcarshops@yahoo.com
continued on next page
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IF YOU CAN DREAM IT
WE CAN BUILD IT

WWW.JSWOODCRAFTS.NET

Structures, Animation, Motorization,
Diecast, Accessories, Custom Freight Cars,
Custom Work and more.

e-mail: jswoodcrafts@sbcglobal.net

Following Up on Railroad Displays
The Minnesota Garden Railway Society visited the Dakota County and
Scott County Fairs this year. About fairs Sue Elliott wrote, “Why we do
what we do: 1. Entertain kids and make them smile, 2. Make old people
remember when…, 3. Keep the hobby alive, and 4. Run our trains.”
Here’s the link to Scott County Fair video: https://youtu.be/MY9BXniH4dQ

Three trailers of track, electronics, scenery, buildings, and tons of trains
can be set up on the MGRS green carpet in endless configurations.

ALL DIECAST 30% OFF

Photo by Sue Elliott

310-539-4246 P.S.T. All Week 10 to 5 P.M.

Miniature Plant
Expert & Author

(Above) The Dakota County Fair layout included 7 loops;
(Below) A passenger train passes a farm at the Scott County Fair.

Photo by Sue Elliott

creates gardens
for model trains!

Subscribe to the NEW
Garden Railroading News
Channel on YouTube

Contact Mick at marketing@GRNews.org to
post one of your videos to the channel.

Photo by Mark Howe

www.youtube.com/channel/
UCmuyDnk2QRy1e1Q1AMFXrJw

Photo by Alex Osenbach

Our garden trains look great in motion, so
Marketing Director Mick Spilsbury is placing
short videos on the GR News YouTube channel
for everyone to enjoy. Subscribe to be
notified when his next selection is viewable.

The Puget Sound Garden Railway Society returned to the Skagit
County Fair in August for the sixth time and won the “Commissioner's
Award Ribbon,” given to one exhibitor each year. Congratulations.

(Left) A greenhouse sits beside the mainline. (Right) The Mandalorian
Grogu in his carriage used the Force to race a Heisler and its consist.
Following Up on Railroad Displays continue on page 24
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Engine House Under
Construction for the
Maryland Central RR

by Richard T. Weatherby;
turntable details by Daniel Peck
When Dick and Dedric Weatherby
planned their roundhouse with turntable, the first question: What is the
largest engine to be turned? The
USA Trains Big Boy needed just under 5 feet to fit the bridge, so they
asked Daniel Peck of Daniel Custom
Products in North Carolina to build
them one. Daniel agreed and used
1/8" aluminum for material and cut the
pits parts with a CNC water jet. The
deck was cut with a CNC router table.
The turntable, bridge and handrails
involved a metal press, lathe, milling
machine and a good bit of TIG (tungsten inert gas) welding.

The first 12 bays of the Maryland Central RR roundhouse with walls
completed and roof sheathing in place. Still to come are doors and roofing.
Dedric built the roundhouse frame
and all components out of cellular PVC
(Azek, Veranda, Royal), a durable material which can be worked like wood.
Daniel and Dedric worked together
to coordinate the geometry of track
angles, spacing and wall location to
accomodate both Dedric's 1:20.3 live
steamers and Dick's track-powered
locomotives in several scales. Varying
engine widths determined stall openings. The stall frames were glued together using jigs, then brought outside

Dedric with stack of frames ready to
be added to assembled sections.

Photo by

Daniel Peck

continued on next page

Length of stalls can be varied by one foot
increments by adjusting side panel heights.

A detail of frame's complex angles.

Photo by

Daniel Peck

Daniel Peck of Daniel Custom
Products built the turntable, starting
by cutting a 5 foot aluminum disk.

Dedric used turntable wiring (shown
behind tender) to install 2 “Train
Engineer” remotes under the turntable
to control rotation and track power.

The framework of the assembled roundhouse. Track is placed for position.

Engine House Under Construction            GR News Original Content
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Roundhouse side walls positioned without windows installed. Mainline track connecting to the turntable is seen upper right.
The roundhouse and turntable sit on a platform at one end of the railroad retaining wall right of way. (see page 9)
for final assembly using chalklines on
the driveway for positioning.
Dedric also built a PVC board base
on 2"x4" pressure-treated framing to
level the slight slope where the roundhouse and turntable sit. Eventually
there will be two tracks in and out.
Dick is in the process of constructing the walls and roof using ½" cellular PVC. To get the appearance of
grooved siding for the walls, the exterior side on ½" thick cellular PVC is run
across a table saw with a 3/8" stack
dado blade tilted 15 degrees (with
zero clearance insert plate). The fence
is moved 3/8 inch for each pass.
Windows are cut in the center of
The PVC framing and walls are painted before the roof is attached.
each panel using an oscillating tool.
The light tan walls will reflect light on the locomotives inside.
continued on next page

Cellular PVC cut for walls and roof.

Siding pattern was cut into PVC on
a table saw with 3/8" dado blade.

The roundhouse trapezoidal roof sections ready for detailing.
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Grooved acrylic, painted muntins &
mullions, and painted aluminum
angle combine to create windows.

Windows are attached to the walls
before walls are glued to framing.

The windows are framed with half inch
painted aluminum angle. The glazing is sheet acrylic with muntins and
mullions cut as a groove to a shallow
depth with a thin blade and painted
black. The acrylic is wrapped around
the edges with electrical tape, drilled
in the four corners, and screwed on
the interior side. Clerestory windows in
the roof will require some flashing and
silicone sealant.
The method of completing the
roof is still under consideration. Since
each segment is a trapezoid, the table saw and hand chisel method Dick
described in the last printed issue of
Garden Railways is difficult. He is considering having a stencil cut to spray
paint joint lines on the roof.
Doors will be the final addition to
complete this 12-bay roundhouse.
Meanwhile the turntable and roundhouse are in service on the "Ma & Pa".

22

Installing roofing sections.

Testing the turntable with Accucraft's
live steam K-28 D&RGW #473.

G Scale Windows Doors &
Much More!!
1:24 & 1:20
Window & door kits are laser cut
from styrene and acrylic. Custom
design available.
How-to
All Weather Modeling In Stone &
Cement

www.RRStoneworks.com

Toll Free: 1-877-473-4119 Email:
info@rrstoneworks.com
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East Gary Car Co.
3828 St. Joseph Ct.
Dept. GR.
Lake Station IN 46405

Sunset Valley Railroad LLC

IMPROVED TRUCKS & G-SCALE PARTS
F100
G-508

1:20.3 D&RG archbar trucks
with steel wheels…………… pr./$32.95

[60 Nut•Bolt•Washer Castings]
NBW's ……………………………
60/$3.95

SASE (Self Addressed Stamped Envelope) for list
All parts are cast in white metal.
$6.00 minimum postage & handling
Indiana residents add sales tax
“Prices Subject to Change”

Andrew D. Sunderland
219-614-7165

3 kinds of track

Switches in sizes #3, 4, 6, 8 and 10 in
brass, nickel silver and stainless steel

A complete line of track and switches for YOUR garden railroad
Call 253-862-6748 email pete@sunsetvalleyrailroad.com
Visit us at www.sunsetvalleyrailroad.com
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Following Up on Railroad
Following
Displays
Up on Railroad Displays

Early plans for layout.

Sweet alyssum "river" runs
through a rock channel.

Stages of construction.

Photo by Gary Olmstead unlesss otherwise noted

Gary Olmstead led the Gold Coast Garden
Railway Society team that won the Fair Theme
Award at the 2023 Ventura (California) County
Fair. A railroad was ready-made for the theme,
"VC Fair Rides Again." The club entered the
Floriculture competition for "Over 300 square
feet, landscape of exhibitor's choice" and won
Best Construction, Best Use of Water, and
Second Place in their division.
Layout planning began in early Spring and changed
as club members gave notes, incorporating storage and
access as well as train running needs. A water feature with
waterfall and pond was added. A second "water feature"
of white and purple alyssum, a
flowering ground cover, would illustrate plantings as geographical
elements.

Loops had radii of
six and five feet. Joe
Heumphreus' Santa
Barbara & Suburban
Railway trolley ran two
foot radius curves on
the point-to-point line
to and from town.
Construction
by club volunteers
happened over two
weeks. Judging took
place on the day before the fair opened,
with 100 plants, the
water feature and all
tracks running.
Club members
signed up for two-person five-hour shifts to
watch trains and promote the club from 12
noon to 10 PM during
the twelve days of the
fair. A lockable storage
bin between the layout
and the fence provided overnight train storage close by.
continued on next page

See the World’s Largest Indoor
G-Scale Train Display
      
         

Valley Train
Station
13780 Pipeline Ave
Chino CA 91710
Phone: 909-902-5351
FAX: 909-902-5352
Hours: 10 to 6 Tues – Sat



G Scale Only!
Slot Cars too!
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A circus train ran regularly
to entertain fair goers.

A Santa Barbara &
Suburban Railway trolley.

Around three hundred
business cards with club
contact information were
given away during the
fair. Gary wrote, "Lots of
people came by, but not
so many that we couldn’t
take the time to answer
all their questions."
Great job by GCGRS.

The trolley line passes over
the pond on the layout.

Photos by John Lyans

(Above) The Gold Coast GRS layout promoted garden
railroading with trains, plants to scale, and a water feature.
(Below) The crew quickly dismantles the railroad.

Two mainlines and a trolley point-to-point pass
the town and a farm at a corner of the layout.
Starting in STEAM is
the definitive handbook
for those just starting in
Small Scale Live Steam.
Available
in
digital
format, you can take this
with you on your laptop or
tablet. Assembled from
articles in Steam in the
Garden, this 148-page
book not only introduces
new hobbyists to the fun
and excitement of small-scale live steam, but
will also provide experienced steamers with
tips and tricks from seasoned hands.
Buy your digital copy of
Starting in STEAM today.
http://www.steamup.com

Following Up on Railroad Displays continue on page 30

www.bridge-masters.com

Brass Structure Lights
$6.00 plus shipping

Serving
You
Since
1991

Call: (714) 985-9007
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Photo by PEO ACWA,

CC BY 2.0 via Wikimedia Commons

Wooden
Wire Spool
by John Foley

Here is a quick, easy and cheap
way to build large wooden wire
spools used by the power company
that you see on the side of the road.
Take a plastic-wheel Bachmann wheel set, pull off the wheels, and put
them back on the steel axle in reversed order. Cut the steel axle flush with
the plastic sleeve. Fill in between the flanges with small strip wood.
Glue two layers of strip wood perpendicular to each other in a 3" by 3"
square. Make two. Using a 2 ½" hole saw, cut out a circle. The hole in the
center will allow the axles to stick out if not trimmed off.

You can add heavy wire to finish the spool. You can weather the
spool if you wish.

Editor's Note: Weathering prototypes
shown above.

ODEL
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E
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DWARF & MINIATURE PLANTS MEAN
MORE TIME TO RUN TRAINS

“Big Jon”

All Scales and More

Trains, Planes, Automobiles,
Boats, Rockets & Buildings
B
I
G
J
O
N

or Cheques
ON

BIGJ

www.miniforest.com
Order online or in person, visitors welcome by
appointment 503 632 3555
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BIGJON

CALS
DECA
YL DE
INYL
AND VIN
CUSTO
STOM WATER SLIDE Please visit our website:
www.modeldecaldepot.ca
N

JO

BIG

BIGJON

BIGJON

73

293-13986 Cambie Road,
Richmond, BC, Canada V6V 2K3
T. 604-279-9866
F. 604-279-9856
email: adlionprint@shaw.ca
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How To Build
A Gauge Bar
by John Foley

I designed this gauge bar a few
years back and installed several on
my railway. They were to keep the
hand-laid track in gauge in an area
where the ties were rotting before
I replaced the ties, but worked so
well I installed them everywhere.
This is for all of us who think
hand-built track is the best way
to model our railway, allowing us
to build the railway to fit into the
landscape, instead of the landscape
built to the track layout. I built
the gauge bars to hold the track in
proper gauge.
(Photo 1) The gauge bar is assembled and ready to be installed.
You can see the proper order of the
parts. Two washers bent at 90° face
each other to make a saddle under each rail. The nuts (and screw
head) tighten the washers against
the rail. Adjust the two screw/two
washer set to the proper gauge.

27

(Photo 2) All

the parts:
1 #6-32 x 3" steel screw,
3 #6-32 steel nuts
4 #8 steel washers (after bending)
Brass can be used, but the steel will
rust and will blend into the ballast.
Photo 2

(Photo 3) A washer

in a vise positioned to be bent. I placed a nail
set in the washer hole to line it up
in the vice. You want to bend at the
edge of the hole.
Photo 3

Photo 4

(Photo 4) The

washer being bent
to a 90 degree angle. A small hammer does the job.
(Photo 5) Here the gauge bar is
installed on the track. A cable tie
anchored to the roadbed holds the
track down in the ballast.
I have had gauge bars in place
for a few years in other places on
the railway. They have a rust covering and blend into the surounding
ballast. My track is 7/8ths scale, but
the gauge bars will work on all “G”
scale trackage. The rail shown is
Code 332, but I have also used them
on Code 250 rail with no problem.
Photo 5

Photo 1

How To Build a Gauge Bar             GR News Original Content
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Last month this column featured a plant that is a
favorite of Nancy Norris. This month a plant that is
a favorite of Nancy Schramm is featured.
DESCRIPTION
Hypericum aegypticum is an evergreen dwarf
shrub. It grows slowly up to 3 feet tall and about as
wide. The oval blue-green leaves are pointed and
just 1/2” long. The 3/4” yellow flowers are starry
andDwarf
profuse. Tree
The solitary flowers are at the end of
new growth. One of the best attributes of this plant
Tree flowers for almost the entire
is Dwarf
that it produces
growing season. It does best in mild coastal areas.
It can take full sun in coastal
areas
but needs
part
-- By
Richard
Murray
haust
sun in hot summer areas. It can tolerate some
BOTANICAL NAME: Hypericum aegypticum
drought but does better with regular water. It is
COMMON
NAME:
Egyptian
John’s wort;
BOTANICAL
NAME:
Citrus
orange,
generally
pest
and
disease
free.St.chinotto
less often: dwarf St. John’s wort
Citrus myrtifolia
PRUNING
COMMON
NAME:
Myrtle
leaf orange
USDA
Hardiness
Zone:
to 20°
The
plant
in the photo
is 9–11
about(down
17 years
oldF)
and 16”
Sunset
4–24
USDA
ZONE:
9 (down
20 degrees
F) a bit too
tall.
A Zone:
few years
ago ittofinally
became
large
for its
spot and
became
woody. I pruned
SUNSET
ZONE:
8,9,
12-24 a bitaegypticum
DESCRIPTION:
Hypericum
is an
itevergreen
for the first
time,
andItitgrows
came slowly
back quite
dwarf
shrub.
up todense.
3 feet
The
following
year
I
pruned
it
even
more
into
tall and about as wide. The oval blue-green leavesmy
are
desired
and1/2"
size.
TheThe
final
is shown
pointed shape
and just
long.
3/4"result
yellow
flowers
above.
Because
flowersThe
aresolitary
produced
at theare
ends
of
are starry
and profuse.
flowers
at the
new
the plant
be pruned
only
in
end ofgrowth,
new growth.
One should
of the best
attributes
of this
early
spring.
Pruning
induces
new
growth
and,
plant is that it produces flowers for almost the entire
therefore,
more Itflowering.
later areas.
in theIt
growing season.
does best If
in pruned
mild coastal
year,
there
would
be
less
time
for
new
growth,
can take full sun in coastal areas but needs partand
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wide variety of side effects including upset
stomach, headache, fatigue, and sexual dysfunction.
Studies
have
demonstrated
that
Hypericum constituents may also posses antiviral
properties. Hypericin, one of the active ingredients
in St John’s wort, inhibits the ability of certain
viruses to replicate. One of the species is more
potent than the others and is the only one
commercially grown for herbalism and medicine.
GARDEN USES
A large number of garden uses have been listed. It
can be used for a tight spot in a garden. It can be
grown in a container. It can be used in a rock
garden. It can be placed in a flower border. It
looks good in a courtyard garden. It can be used as
a small hedge. The only use that is missing in
the literature is its most important usage: its
small leaves, long term flowering, and small size
make it a terrific plant for garden railroads. Highly
recommended.

NOMENCLATURE: The name for the genus comes
from the Greek words ‘hyper’ meaning “above” and
‘eikon’, meaning “image”. In ancient times the yellow
flowers were placed above images to ward off evil spirits.
The specific epithet means “from Egypt” although it is
not actually native to Egypt.

MEDICINAL USE: Several species of Hypericum are
used for their medicinal properties by drawing out the
oily extract of the flowers. As an herbal supplement in the
United States, the most common use of St John’s wort is
to relieve depression and anxiety. The wide variety of side
effects include upset stomach, headache, fatigue, and sexual dysfunction. Studies have demonstrated that HyperMUSINGSmay
OF also
A THEME
PARK FAN
icum constituents
possess antiviral
properties.
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Article from: Bay Area Garden Railway Society Trellis & Trestle July 2020  www.bagrs.org
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A PHOTO CHALLENGE: What do these 4 images have in common?
As we were growing our social media following in the
second half of last year, these 4 images received the
highest numbers of ‘likes’ on Instagram /Facebook

Railroad - Shawn Viggiano
Photo - Shawn Viggiano

This year, we are again identifying images with a lot
of ‘likes’ on Instagram/Facebook.
We are going to publish the 2022 ten most ‘liked’
posts/images in the first 2023 edition of GR News

THE CHALLENGE
Could one of your images make it into

‘THE TOP TEN POSTS OF 2022’
Railroad - Dart & Dot Rinefort
Photo - Ken Brody

Railroad - Steve & Malinda Jungst
Photo - Mick Spilsbury

Railroad - Bob Guinan
Photo - Ken Brody

If you think so: No Later than October 15:
Send up to 3 images via email titled ‘2022 Top 10’
 Send more than 3 images by requesting access to
a shared Dropbox folder via email
 (Dropping images into a shared Dropbox folder
does not require special technical skill!)


Please know that:
 We do not publish full children’s faces
 We crop images to Instagram requirements
 We may also adjust contrast & sharpness
 We rarely give photo credits on social media
 We will give photo credits for the 2022 Top Ten
images when we publish them in GR News
 We do not share specific image locations
 We cannot commit to post all images received by
the end of this year (or at all)
Mick Spilsbury
You can email me at: marketing@grnews.org
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Following Up on Railroad Displays
At the rural town of Bushnell, Florida, a group of railroad enthusiasts
bought an old church building and grounds, established the Gulf Coast
& Central Florida Railroad Museum, and built a finely detailed G-Scale
SitG-GRNews1-6pg(2).qxp_1-6Ad-GRNews
2/1/21 10:35 AM
indoor layout. Next they laid about a mile
of 7 ½" gauge track outside for
a train ride around the grounds. When members of the Florida Garden
We Are
Railway Society discovered this gem, known by locals as “Bushnell
All About
Station,” they approached the board of the museum about building an
Real
Steam
outdoor G-Scale garden railroad, and the fun began! (See
Track
Laying on your
Railroad
in July/August 2022 Garden Railroading News) It turned out toGarden
be one of the
For over 30 years, Steam in the Garden Magazine has
most popular projects undertaken by the FGRS, has drawn attention from
covered garden scale live steam trains. We provide
all over the state of Florida, and has been
entertaining
and educating
mu- of all skill
information
that is aimed
at live steamers
seum visitors about G-Scale trains since
June.
levels,
bringing together the best that we can for the
hobby. Available
in Print and Digital. With a digital
For more information: bushnellstation.com
and www.fgrs.org

We Are
All About Real Steam
on your Garden
Page 2
Railroad

For over 30 years,
Steam in the Garden
Magazine has covered garden scale
live steam trains.
We provide information aimed at
live steamers of all
skill levels, bringing
can download
and
take
Following subscription
Up on Railroadyou
Displays
continue on
page
32us with you on
together the best
your laptop or tablet plus access our complete archive of magazines, over 30
that
we
can
for
the
hobby.
Going digital only
years smallscale live steam of knowledge. Visit us online at www.steamup.com
with
the
Nov/Dec
2022
issue.
With a digital
for more information. Until then — Happy Steaming!
subscription, you can download and take us
with you on your laptop or tablet plus access
our complete archive of magazines, over 30
years of small scale live steam knowledge.
Visit us online at www.steamup.com
for more information.
Until then — Happy Steaming!

(Above) An

outside loop can accomodate looooooong trains; (Below) the inside
loop includes switches to travel a curving center track for viewing variety.

Support your Local
Train Shops & Your
Favorite On-Line
Train Websites.

Photos by FSGRS Members

Donate to Railroad
Museums & Excursion
Train Foundations.
Keep Trains on the
Rails in All Scales.
Please let our advertisers
know you appreciate their
support for
Garden Railroading News.

Trains spend the night on an inside display via a tunnel in the wall.

Following Up on Railroad Displays           GR News Original Content
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Articles for Garden Railroading
News are always welcome.
GR News would like to share the
story that guided your plans when
you built your railroad and
your how-to tips.
Send your Tale of the Track/How-To
to editor@GRNews.org with
illustrating images — and your
railroad may be the next Tale told.

Ground Cover

If you are interested in a wider
platform for short videos of
your garden railroad, GR News
will share them on Facebook.
Your photos may be posted to
GRNewsimages on Instagram.
Contact Mick Spilsbury at
marketing@GRNews.org

Videos less than 3 minutes are ideal.
www.youtube.com/channel/UCmuyDnk2QRy1e1Q1AMFXrJw

Bear Creek Park Train, Surrey, BC, Canada

Sources: They are sold in full flats and are available or can be
ordered from our local full-service nurseries. I have seen some
very full 4-inch pots at Friedman's. You can easily get 6 to 8
divisions from a 4-inch pot.

Article from: Redwood Empire Garden Railway Society The Redwood Tie April 2017  

www.regrs.org
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Photo by Neil Bromilow

Following Up on Railroad Displays

LOCOLINC SERIES 200
Wireless Control Solutions

•
•
•
•

Keithco, Inc
locolinc.com
(503) 635-7604

•
•
•
•

Gibsonville Garden Railroad is the
largest outdoor public garden railroad in
North Carolina. Over 2,500 feet of track
accomodate 21 trains running at one
time. There are also cable cars, incline
rail cars, hot air balloons, and Wright
Brothers planes. Buildings are arranged
to represent Gibsonville in 1855 and
1922, so the Town Historic Walking Tour
map can be used to understand the layout, which covers all of North Carolina.
Open free of charge every Saturday
from 9 am to noon (April to November).
For more photos and videos, visit:
gibsonvillegardenrailroad.com
www.facebook.com/16ggrrose

1987

G SCALE
SOCIETY

Automatic device discovery and
WiFi format make the new
Locolinc 200 Series the most user
friendly interface on the market.

The Home of
Garden Railways
since 1987

Good Times with Great Friends
25 UK Area Groups & Free Online Support

WiFi format at 2.4 Ghz
Loco and Accessory Receivers
Track or battery voltage (12-24V dc)
Automatic device discovery: Loco &
Accessories
Superb NEW user interface 3”x 5”x 1”
Easy implementation & cost effective
Easy conversion for existing customers
Renown LOCOLINC quality &
reliability

Join
Today!

12 Months of Full Membership Now!

4 Quality Journals (worth £20+)

G and O Scale

Society Calendar, free Insurance* & Technical Manual

Direct Radio Control
Battery Power

www.gscalesociety.com
*see website for details

robert@gscaleinstallations.net

Rail Pro
Phoenix
USA Trains
Kadee
Piko

(717) 309-0706 (c)

York PA

Robert Buck

Subscribe to the NEW
Garden Railroading News
Channel on YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmuyDnk2QRy1e1Q1AMFXrJw

Following Up on Railroad Displays           GR News Original Content
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37th National Garden Railway Convention, Denver CO

A Sampling of Model Contest Entries in 2022
Photos by Carla Brand Breitner unless otherwise noted
Over thirty models were entered in the Adult and Youth
Model Contests at the 37th National Garden Railway
Convention in Denver at the end of June. The Best of Show
winner was Joyce Junction, entered in the Adult Diorama
category. The model belongs to Jack Huffman, whose wife,
Joyce, passed away early in 2021. Per the North Texas
Garden Railway Society Newsletter, "Mike Pritchett built a
wonderfully detailed model of the “Joyce Junction” switch
tower in Joyce’s memory." The detail in this model of a
prototypical junction switching station in the early 1900s
supported a Tale of the Track "where night has fallen, the
switchman signals with his lantern and the territory control
manager waits to throw the switch lever for the arriving
train." Detail inside the office includes a fire in the stove
and coffee mug on the desk. USA Trains and PIKO generously donated modeling contest prizes. Steve and Malinda
Jungst of Nashville Garden Railway Society provided wood
buildings, fences and wood-block loads for well-attended
Youth Clinics on "making a load" for USAT-donated open
beam cars and "painting/detailing a building." Youth from
four to seventeen years old made models at the clinics.

Jack Huffman entered this
Texas 1920s ranch house
with wraparound porch.

A model of a Fairlie Patent
(1864) steam locomotive.

Kristine McNara brought
a highly detailed Santa Fe
Fred Harvey Dining Car.

Contestant Photos by Vivian Pershing

Joyce Junction won Best of Show for this diorama.

Luke Miller replicated
a GE U50 8-axle diesel
built for Union Pacific.

James Royal entered this winning
Gulf Gas Station, sitting next
to an Egghauler caboose.

Matt Abreu's "Train
Wreck" diorama features
a hanging locomotive.

The Youth Modeling category included
work created in youth clinics on
making loads and detailing buildings.

Railcars were a popular modeling subject this convention.

A Sampling of Model Contest Entries: 2022 National Garden Railway Convention GR News Original Content
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T HE G AR D E N W H I ST L E

From the workbench
Photos and Story, Mike Hilliar, Auckland

Modifications to Make a
Sandy River RR Consist
Part One
An extended lockdown project

With the continuing lockdown, I
needed an alternative project to keep
me busy indoors. The changeable
Spring weather isn’t allowing many
days to work on the Rockwood Gorge
project, and I couldn’t easily source
any materials due to lockdown.
After many years of wanting a
The full Sandy River & Rangely Lakes train after a year of waiting and model
Roundhouse Sandy River 2-6-2
making. Mike's comment: "I have waited a long time to take this picture."
No. 24— it’s too expensive, no I don’t
need it, etc. etc.— I finally ordered
one. Then I found out there is a tenmonth waiting list. This was going
to be my last big one—where have I
heard that one before? I have since
slipped in two smaller purchases.
My railway does have an American
style of scenery, but I model a global
range of trains that I like, so they cover
many different
scales on
the standard
I have waited
along
time to take this picture.
G-Scale track. The only scale I haven’t
modeled is standard gauge 4’8.5’’; I
have thought about it, but my track
Mike's first LGB chop D&RGW Combine 215 made from one and a
curves are too tight for what I like.
half LGB combines. The other half was added to an LGB coach.
Anyway, I had this Sandy River
engine coming next year, so I needed
a prototypical
train for it, and
the interIn the November
2021
issue of the Garden Whistle, I mentioned that I was in a should I, or no
net hasit’s
been
put
to
good
use.
What
I
too expensive conundrum
(but I am still working) mood. I finally took the plunge and
needed was to replicate that long, narordered this Roundhouse Sandy River No24 engine only to find out I had a wait of 10 months
row, lowdown look of the Sandy River
before its delivery. They build them in batches. While waiting for the locomotive and in another
two-foot gauge coaches and rolling
lockdown,
I began
to train.
build a prototypical train for it to haul and chose Bachmann as the best
stock as
I am wanting
a mixed
product
work Iwith.
Veryavailable
early in my
G-Scaletocareer
did commit the crime of chopping up
There are Laser cut custom wood kits available; I have built a custom wood kitset train for my
some LGB coaches/combines into a
South
African
2ftcoach,
LGB/Aster
Garrett. The train is only suitable for outside use in fine dry
lengthened
combine
and
but
weather.
It’s painting
also very
fragile,
whereby, us G Scalers tend to take a robust train along to our
they didn’t
get to the
stage.
I
get
togethers.
had moved onto my next project, converting a LGB Mogul into an 2-8-0.
In the
I covered the building of the passenger and combine cars. In the June
Around
thisNovember
time, Dennisissue,
Lindsay
2022
Garden
upscaled
fromissue
Hon3of
to the
G-Scale,
andWhistle, I covered the painting of the carriages and some details
about
building
some
of
the freight cars.
he liked what I had done to the LGB
caboose and carriage. He wished to
Finished combine 215 painted and decaled by Dennis Lindsay.

Mike’s Sandy River Project Part 3

continued on next page

Article Adapted from: The New Zealand Garden Whistle November 2021, June 2022 & September 2022
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T HE G AR D E N W H I ST L E

THE GARDEN WHISTLE

From the workbench

construct a five coach D&RGW San
G-Scalers tend to take a robust train
doors etc. I am not going to go into a
Juan passenger set on similar lines.Photos
along
to
our
get
togethers.
lot of detail as the pictures are generand Story, Mike Hilliar, Auckland
Dennis has gone on to build a similar
Now, the next problem is where do
ally worth a thousand words. The box
set for another Christchurch member,
I get the rolling stock required from?
car roofs were first covered with 1mm
but this time using Bachmann coachNot having a lot of Bachmann, I went
styrene to hide the tongue and grove
es.
to a local NZ Facebook site ‘G Scale
boarding and then covered with a texSo, this time I consulted Dennis
Buy/sell/exchange in NZ’, and ran
tured paper to represent tar paper.
on which was the best make to use,
past the members what I required.
The chassis had more modificaLGB or Bachmann. Bachmann was
Simon had the flat cars, Henrik some
tions, like the truss rod support beams
recommended as it was easier to glue box cars, and the carriages were
depth being halved in depth and the
up as it uses a styrene type plastic, it’s unpainted kitsets from Andrew in
inside truss rods moved to the sides
cheaper, and it also has more features Christchurch.
as pairs on the flat cars. The box cars
to match that Sandy River style.
Part Two of this article will cover
have only one set on each side.
There are laser-cut, custom wood
building the passenger and combine
Like the passenger cars, I was
kits available; I have built a custom
cars. I am now going to discuss the
looking for that long low-to-the-ground
wood kitset train for my South African
construction of the box and flat cars.
look. The first step was to fit the smallI added more Sandy River featured er Bachmann wheel sets, but these
2-foot LGB/Aster Garrett. The train is
only suitable for outside use in fine dry detail to the Bachmann box cars, like
will only reduce the height by 3mm.
wood side ladders and modified sliding On the passenger cars, I chopped out
weather. It’s also very fragile, but we
continued on next page

I have waited along time to take this picture.

Mike’s Sandy River Project Part 3
In the November 2021 issue of the Garden Whistle, I mentioned that I was in a should I, or no
tooatexpensive
conundrum
(but Imodification
am still working)
mood.
took
the plunge
and River look.
Ait’s
look
two Bachmann
box cars during
shows how
littleI finally
is needed
to achieve
the Sandy
ordered this Roundhouse Sandy River No24 engine only to find out I had a wait of 10 months
before its delivery. They build them in batches. While waiting for the locomotive and in another
lockdown, I began to build a prototypical train for it to haul and chose Bachmann as the best
available product to work with.
There are Laser cut custom wood kits available; I have built a custom wood kitset train for my
South African 2ft LGB/Aster Garrett. The train is only suitable for outside use in fine dry
weather. It’s also very fragile, whereby, us G Scalers tend to take a robust train along to our
get togethers.
In the November issue, I covered the building of the passenger and combine cars. In the June
2022 issue of the Garden Whistle, I covered the painting of the carriages and some details
Original Bachmann freight bogie left and Modified bogie right.
about building some of the freight cars.
Bachmann freight chassis: original bottom, flat car with twin truss rods middle, and box car with single truss rods top.
Article Adapted from: The New Zealand Garden Whistle November 2021, June 2022 & September 2022
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T HE G AR D E N W H I ST L E

From the workbench

the bolster and reduced it in height
then glued it back in. For the box cars,
Photos and Story, Mike Hilliar, Auckland
I chose to modify the bogies by cutting
out the top ribbing. You can only do
this with the Bachmann ones, as they
use a webbing type construction. LGB
are solid so you can’t use this method.
The top part of webbing was removed
and cleaned up and this gave me further 3mm, but the framework was so
weakened I had to glue in a strengthening 1mm flat plate. In the end I only
gained a reduced height of 5mm;
One of four completed box cars.
but that fits nicely, as they are now
the same height as the Sandy River
Locomotive cab roof line.
The painting was done with three
makes of rattle cans hoping to get
three different shades of the red oxide, but you would hardly notice. I
had to spray them with gloss paint
first to set the decals onto, then over
sprayed with a final matte finish. The
decals were supplied by the late Stan
Cedarleaf.
Part Two will cover coach work.

Completed S.R.&R.L consist includes a flat car, gondola and box car.

I have waited along time to take this picture.

Gene’s Integrated Engine and Sound

Mike’s Sandy River Project Part 3
New Zealand Garden Railway Convention

MostlyGscale.com
Locomotive repair

Auckland, New Zealand
Installation-Sound and DCC Decoders
4, 5 In
andthe
6 February
2023
(Waitangi
2023)Whistle, I mentioned that I was in a should I, or no
November
2021
issue ofWeekend
the Garden

We install in your locomotive/tender

it’s too
expensive conundrum (but I am still working) mood.Sales
I finally
tookand
the pre-owned
plunge and items
email:
nzgardenrailwayconvention@gmail.com
of new
ordered
this
Roundhouse
Sandy
River
No24
engine
only
to
find
out
I
had
a
wait
of 10 months
Our facebook page can be found at Auckland Garden
Recently
acquired
a
Milwaukee
before
its delivery.
They
build
them in batches. While waiting for the locomotive and in another
Railway
Society Inc
- Home
| Facebook
Aristocraft
A-B-Aas the best
lockdown, I began to build a prototypical train for it toRoad
haulSet—
and chose
Bachmann
locomotives and 13 heavyavailable product to work with.

weight passenger cars. Coming

There are Laser cut custom wood kits available; I have built a custom wood kitset train for my
soon O scale brass locomotives
South African 2ft LGB/Aster Garrett. The train is only suitable for outside use in fine dry
weather. It’s also very fragile, whereby, us G Scalers tend to take a robust train along to our
Gene Rahrig
Ph (937)864-7411
get togethers.

If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to call from
8 a.m. to and
8 p.m.
Eastern time
and
In the November issue, I covered the building of the passenger
combine
cars.Mon—Thurs
In the June
8 a.m.to 4 p.m. Friday and Saturday

2022 issue of the Garden Whistle, I covered the painting of the carriages and some details
8074 Dayton-Springfield Rd. Fairborn OH 45324
about building some of the freight cars.

Email bgrails@flatdon.com for specific information

Article Adapted from: The New Zealand Garden Whistle November 2021, June 2022 & September 2022
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BONUS DUKE’S CORNER….

EASY LANDSCAPE LIGHT MODIFICATION
This is yet another topic we can argue like BBQ
Sauces or Fords vs Chevys! In truth, there are no
wrong answers here.
This is just a fun easy project to choke more
lumens out of those LOW VOLTAGE LANDSCAPE
LIGHTS.
I personally prefer the wired low voltage lights vs
the solar lights as I get much more dependable light
and it lasts longer,
the solar ones fade out after the batteries get a few
months old. To be honest, I don't do a lot of night
running, but when I do it's really
nice to have the right balance of light to see, run
and fix any issues on the railroad. Also it just plain
looks really cool at night!
Trains at night in October, a hot apple cider, I'm so
ready for that!! Early evening late October, I like to
have as much light directed downwards not only to
light up the tracks enough to fix issues, but also to
walk around the layout after dark. Just enough mix
to also see the lights nicely on the locos and rolling
stock.

This is a replacement landscape light I got after the
hail storm damaged a bunch.
About $6.00, I've used these since 1995 on the
layout. What's in the bag... I won't use all of this as
my layout is elevated.
These are the new style LED ones and quite
bright. The old ones were small 4 watt
incandescent bulbs.
These use so little energy it's great! I have a LOT
of these on the layout. However the LEDs direct the
light upwards to the top.
Still lights the area a bit, but we figured out a
modification a few years ago.

The top cap the LEDs point into, yeah, flat black
isn't so reflective. The solution, Foil tape used for
duct work. I lay it out on the bench paper side up
and using the lower decorative
ring I trace half circles on the tape as shown.

Two of the half circles cut out with normal scissors.
OK, to be honest, this is the HARDEST part of the
whole project! Separating the foil tape from the
paper backing!! I find that the razor blade on the
box cutter works best. However if you have a
talented teenage girl with fingernails, PAY HER to
do this!!

The finished cap. DON'T worry about a few
wrinkles!!! It will really reflect a lot more
light down onto the tracks where you really want it.
Ready to be wired into my system.
I don't use the ground spike as my layout is
elevated and these are on plastic electrical conduit
painted black attached
to the layout. I also don't use the decorative ring as
without it, more light goes downwards onto the
track and ground.
I made up a few spares of these as the black
plastic parts are UV sunlight protected, however
that white part is not and after
10 plus years, they become brittle and break easily.

If you want to know any more about these or how
my system is set up, please come to our open
house in Grantsburg on Oct. 1st
or contact me through Facebook messenger.
Please enjoy your railroads my friends!
Duke Snyder

Article from: Minnesota Garden Railway Society Newsletter September 2022  

mgrs.org
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STRAIGHT FROM THE
IRON HORSE’S MOUTH
Letters to the Editor should be sent as e-mails only to Carla Brand Breitner at:
Editor@GRNews.org
Letters will then be addressed accordingly and/or passed on to the author for further edification. Unless marked
otherwise, letters to this publication are assumed to be submitted for print. Please include your name and club
affiliation. Please note that we may not be able to print all letters, though we will try to respond to them. Letters
may be edited for length and clarity. We are unable to answer requests for information about specific products or
systems; these are best addressed to the appropriate manufacturer.

event is actually a Ge4/4iii locomotive.
The model has the same graphic as
the prototype which was developed
with artists from LGB and the RhB.
Though the photo of the model is
Hello Carla, I enjoyed looking
correctly labeled, in the text below it
through the latest edition of GR News. says “Marklin, Inc/LGB America plans
I noticed a small error on page 5 where to deliver a model of the Capricorn
you mention the world record attempt electric locomotive powering the RhB
that the RhB railway in Switzerland
world record attempt this Fall.” They
will be doing this October. The World are offering the Ge4/4iii model #644
Record attempt will be done with
this fall, not a Capricorn.
a series of Capricorn locomotives
Best regards, John Nelles
lashed together, but the LGB model
Toronto
locomotive which they are using to
commemorate the attempt is not a
Hi John,
Capricorn. (LGB doesn’t have a model Thank you for clarifying the background
Capricorn yet.) Instead the RhB has
and locomotive type LGB is issuing.
issued a graphic wrap to spread the
After RhB makes their longest passenger
word about the event on a different
train run on October 29, 2022, perhaps
locomotive. The locomotive pictured,
LGB will develop a Capricorn consist for
and used by the RhB to highlight the
G-Scale.

Description Correction re:
LGB's Locomotive Type
for RhB World Record
Attempt

Photos Welcome for
Seen on the
Tracks

A G-Scale Realistic Scene Photo Gallery
Please send uncompressed photo (with
caption information describing the scene,
rolling stock, railroad name & proprietors,
location, and photographer’s credit) to:
Editor@GRNews.org;
photos may also appear on the
GR News website and social media.

Affiliated Clubs outside the US by Province & Country as of 9/20/2022
Canada
AB……………… Northern Alberta Garden Railroaders
AB……………… Rocky Mountain Garden Railroaders
BC……………
BC………………
BC………………
BC………………

BC………………
ON……………
ON……………
ON……………
ON……………
ON……………
ON……………

Black Mountain Railway Club

BC Society of Model Engineers
Fraser Valley G-Scale Friends
Greater Vancouver Garden Railway Club
Vancouver Island Garden Railway Club
Bluewater Railroaders (formerly Ontario’s West Coast GRS)
Burlington Model Railway
Central Ontario GR Association
Golden Horseshoe Live Steamers
London Garden Railway Society
Ottawa Valley Garden Railroad Society

Letters & Affiliated Clubs Outside the U.S.          GR News Original Content

Countries beyond North America
AUS…………… Garden Railway Club of Australia Inc.
  ……………… Australian Model Railroad Assoc QLD
  ……………… Australian Model Railroad Assoc VIC
NZ……………… Auckland Garden Railway Group
  ……………… Christchurch Garden Railway Group
  ……………… Locos, Lads & Lasses
  ……………… Waikato Garden Railway Group
  ……………… Wairarapa Garden Railway Group
  ……………… Wellington Garden Railway Group
SWE…………… NTJ, Näsets Trädgårds Järväg (Varmland)
  ……………… Sveriges Tradgardsjarngar (Stockholm)
CH……………… US G-Scale Friends Switzerland
UK……………… G Scale Society United Kingdom
  ……………… Kent Group: G Scale Society
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Affiliated United States Clubs by State as of 9/20/2022
AR………………
  ………………
AR/OK/MO*……
AZ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
CA………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
CO………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
CT………………
  ………………
  ………………
D.C./MD/VA*
DE………………
  ………………
FL………………
  ………………
………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
GA………………
IA………………
ID………………
ID/WA*…………
IL…………………
  ………………
  ………………
IN………………
  ………………
KS/MO*………
KY/OH*………
LA………………
MA………………

Greater Hot Springs Garden Railway Society
Northwest Arkansas Garden Railway Society
Ozark Garden Railroad Society
Arizona Big Trains Operators
Central Arizona Model RR Club
Gadsden Pacific Div. Toy Train Operating Museum
Oracle Community Learning Garden Kid’s Railroad
Sun City West Model Railroad Club
Tucson Garden Railway Society
VDO Garden Railroad Club
1:32 Scale Group
Bay Area Garden Railway Society
Central California Coast Garden Railroad Society
Del Oro Pacific Large Scale Modular Railroaders
Diablo Pacific Short Line
Fairplex Garden Railroad Volunteers
Gandydancers
Gold Coast Garden Railway Society
Mendocino Coast Model RR & Navigation Co.
Orange County Garden Railway Society
Redwood Empire Garden Railway Society
Sacramento Valley Garden Railway Society
San Diego Garden Railway Society
San Joaquin Valley Garden Railway Society
San Leandro Historical Railway Society G&O Rwy
Santa Clarita Valley Garden Railroad Club
Santa Fe & Buthead Cove RR Train Group
Shasta Garden Railway Society
Southern California Garden Railway Society
Upland Garden Railroad Society
Denver Garden Railway Society
Grand Valley Model Railroad Club
Mile High Garden Railway Society
Northern Colorado Garden Railroaders
Boothe Memorial Railway Society
Central Connecticut “G” Gaugers Modular Club
Central Connecticut ”G” Scalers
…Washington, Virginia & Maryland GRS
First State Model Railroad Club
Shore Line Garden Railroad Club
Emerald Coast Garden Railway Club
Florida Garden Railway Society
Gulf Coast & Central Florida RR Museum, Bushnell Stn
Model RR Division of Florida RR Museum
Tradewinds & Atlantic Railroad, Inc
West Florida Railroad Museum
Georgia Garden Railway Society
Central Iowa Garden Railway Society
Southern Idaho G-Scale Railroad Society
Inland Northwest Garden Railroad Society
Chicago Area Garden Railway Society
LGB Model Railroad Club of Chicago
Midwest RAILS (Railroaders Active In Large Scale)
Illiana Garden Railway Society
Indiana Large Scale Railroaders
MO-KAN Garden Railroaders
Greater Cincinnati Garden Railway Society
Greater Baton Rouge Model Railroaders
Rusty Rails & Rotten Ties

MD………………
MD/DC/VA* …
ME………………
MI………………
MN……………
MO/KS*………
MO/AR/OK*……
NC………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
NE………………
NH………………
NJ………………
NM……………
NV………………
  ………………
NY………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
OH………………
  ………………
OH/KY*…………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
OK………………
OK/AR/MO*……
………………
OR………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
PA………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
TN………………
  ………………
  ………………
TX………………
  ………………
  ………………
UT………………
  ………………
VA………………
  ………………
VA/DC/MD* …
WA ……………
WA/ID*…………
………………
WI………………
  ………………

Mason Dixon Large Scale Railroad Society
Washington, Virginia & Maryland GRS
Maine Garden Railway Society
Lakeshore Garden Railway Club
Minnesota Garden Railway Society
MO-KAN Garden Railroaders
Ozark Garden Railroad Society
Apple Valley Model Railroad Club
Coastal Carolina Garden Railroad Society
Gibsonville Garden RailRoad Inc
North Carolina Garden Railway Society
Piedmont Garden Railway Society
Rivercity Railroaders
New Hampshire Garden Railway Society
South Jersey Garden Railway Society
New Mexico Garden Railroaders
Las Vegas Garden Railroad Society
Northern Nevada Garden Railroad Society
Central New York Large Scale Railway Society
Finger Lakes Live Steamers
Genesee G Gauge Railway Society
Long Island Garden Railway Society, Inc.
Western New York Garden Railway Society
Buckeye State Garden Railroaders
Columbus Garden Railway Society
Greater Cincinnati Garden Railway Society
Miami Valley Garden Railway Society
Northern Ohio Garden Railway Society
Riverside Railroad Crew
Central Oklahoma Garden Railroad Society
Ozark Garden Railroad Society
Tulsa Garden Railway Club
Cascade Crossing Module G-Scale Group
Medford Garden Railroaders
Northwest “G” Railroad Club
Rose City Garden Railway Society
Lehigh Valley Garden Railroaders
North Central Pennsylvania Mountains GRS
Pennsylvania Garden Rail Society
Pittsburgh Garden Railway Society
Southeastern Pennsylvania Garden Railway Society
Susquehanna Valley Garden Railway Society
Crossville Model Railroad Club
Mid-South Garden Railway Society
Nashville Garden Railway Society
Houston Area G Gaugers
North Texas Garden Railroad Club
San Antonio Garden Railway Engineer Society
Color Country Model Railroad Club
Utah Garden Railway Society
Piedmont Railroaders
Tidewater Big Train Operators
Washington, Virginia & Maryland GRS
Emerald Heights Garden Railroad
Inland Northwest Garden Railroad Society
Puget Sound Garden Railway Society
Kenosha Garden Railroad Society
Wisconsin Garden Railway Society

National US
Big Train Operator Club     LGB of America
* Club/Society includes members from multiple states
and is listed under each state.

Please let our advertisers know you appreciate their support for Garden Railroading News.
Affiliated Clubs in the U.S.     Check www.GRNews.org for an up-to-date Club Listing
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Advertiser Index

Click on an ad to take you to their website (if they have one).
2023 NGRC Bay Area…………………18, 36
Accucraft/Live Steam Station…………… 6
Bridgemasters……………………………… 25
Bridgewerks………………………………… 23
East Gary Car Company……………… 23
EnterTrainment Junction………………… 24
GardenLines.net……………………………… 19
Gary Raymond Wheels…………………… 16
G Scale Graphics………………………… 22
G-Scale Installations……………………… 32
G Scale Society – UK…………………… 32
Hot Wire Foam Factory…………………… 31
J.S. Woodcrafts……………………………… 19
LGB America…………………………………… 12
Live Steam Station/Accucraft……………… 6
Locolinc (Keithco Inc)…………………… 32
Mini Forest by Sky………………………… 26
Model Decal Depot……………………… 26
Model Train Technology…………………… 16

Mostly GScale.com……………………… 36
MyLocoSound……………………………… 22
New Zealand GR Convention………… 36
Old Dominion Railways…………………… 17
Only Trains…………………………………… 23
RailBoss……………………………………… 22
RCS of New England……………………… 18
Reindeer Pass………………………………… 18
Shawmut Car Shops………………………… 18
Split Jaw Products/RailClamp.com…… 17
Starting in Steam………………………… 25
Steam in the Garden…………………… 30
Stoneworks…………………………………… 22
Sunset Valley Railroad…………………… 23
Train Installations………………………… 22
Trainz.com…………………………………… 27
Valley Train Station……………………… 24
Wright Bridges………………………………… 15

MAGNIFYING THE NEWS

MAGNIFYING THE NEWS

MAGNIFYING THE NEWS
Having trouble reading GR News?
Make it

BIGGER

New Easier
Magnification Control

Wanted Ad: Seeking an LGB 4039…… 15

How to Download Garden Railroading News

GR News is a PDF document meant to be read in Acrobat Reader. It
can be read in many browsers, but is best inside Acrobat Reader where
you can control more display options and jump around throughout the
magazine. All browsers have a download option, but the icons can vary.
MAGNIFYING THE NEWS
Look for an arrow pointing down and try clicking on it; then
choose
MAGNIFYING THE NEWS
“Save File” and a location on your device. Some icon examples are
MAGNIFYING THE NEWS
shown here. Look for the arrow.
Are you having trouble reading GR News
on your screen? If so you can make it

BIGGER
Check out the image below to see how.

How to Change Page Display

WEBSITES &
HAMBURGERS
Are you unable to see all our website
pages on your mobile phone?
If so, let us introduce you to

THE ‘HAMBURGER’

When GR News is read in Acrobat Reader, the display can be adjusted using choices under the “VIEW” menu. GR News is designed for
Two Page Display with Cover, so the front page is alone and the rest of
the magazine appears as a two-page spread as if it was a print magazine. You control this with the “Page Display” choices under the “VIEW”
menu. You can choose “Fit Page” or “Fit Height” to see pages without
having to select a percentage. Size of page controls can also be found
above a PDF on screen or by clicking a magnifying glass icon with a “+”
inside. (Not the “search/find” empty magnifying glass icon.)
Hope these explainers make reading GR News more fun. Enjoy.

Click the PLUS SIGN
TO MAGNIFY THE
NEWS!

Ad Index and A Garden Railroading News Explainer

Click the HAMBURGER
TO GET TO THE
PAGE MENU
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